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Setting the Standard in Cleaning & Maintenance
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HARD SURFACE
CLEANER CONCENTRATE*

AIR FRESHENER
CONCENTRATE*

GLASS & MIRROR
CLEANER CONCENTRATE*

C886

C900

C904

Fragranced multi-purpose hard surface
cleaner

Concentrated air reodourant
and room freshener, leaving a long
lasting vanilla fragrance

Streak free window and glass cleaner,
removing nicotine stains, grease, traffic
film, insects, general soiling and dust

S1


1L

2L

*Formula gives 100 trigger bottle doses per litre of concentrate


1L

2L

Trigger bottle packs available separately


1L

2L

Perfect

results everytime

WINDOW
CLEANER RTU

GLITZ POLISH

ENZ-ODOURS

C401

C032

C389

Premium ready to use streak free
window and glass cleaner

Rich creamy anti static polish
for all wood surfaces

Enzymatic odour neutraliser
and stain remover

750ml

5L

750ml

750ml
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Citrus

fresh fragrance

COUNTRY FRESH
DISINFECTANT

SUPERCLEAN
LEMON

RESOLVE

C233

C325

C234

Highly concentrated QAC disinfectant
with a fresh citrus fragrance, highly
effective against mould and algae

Universal cleaner and degreaser,
suitable for use on most hard
surfaces and floors, cleans & freshens
with a citrus fragrance

Highly active biocidal powder for use
in absorbing vomit, blood and other
bodily fluids for easy disposal

5L

5L

240g

New

product in range

CHEWING GUM
REMOVER

KETTLE & SHOWER
DESCALER

C181

C903

For removal of fresh or dried chewing
gum whilst leaving surfaces stain free
and carpet fibres undamaged

For removal of scale on all types of kettles,
shower-heads, taps, chrome fittings and
for general limescale removal

100ml

1L
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TOLETTE TOILET
CLEANER

DESOLVE PLUGHOLE
MAINTAINER

WASHROOM CLEANER
CONCENTRATE*

C520

C089

C887

Premium unique thickened toilet
and urinal cleaner that cleans,
descales and reodourises

Dissolves hair, fats, organic debris
and soap scum from plugholes
and shower traps

Concentrated daily washroom cleaner and
descaler for use on all washroom surfaces


1L

5L

500g

1L is supplied with swan neck for ease of application

*Formula gives 100 trigger bottle doses per litre of concentrate

Trigger bottle packs available separately

1L

2L

Premium

refreshing handwash

NATURALS SOAP

HANDWASH LOTION

C591

C585

A refreshing handwash, containing
essential oils of citrus and lime

Effective, economical handwash for
frequent use which leaves hands
feeling clean and fresh

800ml
POUCH

5L

COMMERCIAL HYGIENE
PROFESSIONAL RANGES

DISHWASHER RANGE
Arrow Solutions’ Dishwasher Detergents and Rinse
Aids are specifically designed for hard and soft water
areas. The range is completed by our Chlorinated
and Aluminium Safe Detergents as well as our
Glasswash Detergent and Glass Rinse products.

WASHROOM RANGE
The Washroom Range from Arrow Solutions includes
products suitable for a range of applications
including a low cost, measured dosing Washroom
Cleaner Concentrate.

KITCHEN RANGE
The Kitchen Range of cleaning and maintenance
products has been designed specifically for the modern
day commercial kitchen. Arrow Solutions provides
products that clean, degrease and sanitise all aspects
of the commercial kitchen. Our kitchen concentrates
also offer low cost, measured dosing solutions.

HOUSEKEEPING RANGE
Our Housekeeping Range has now been expanded
to include our measured dose concentrates that
offer the same Arrow Solutions quality but now
with the added benefit of real cost reductions to
your cleaning requirements.

FLOOR RANGE
Arrow Solutions’ Floor Range is made up of a suite of
products formulated for the application or removal
of polishes and cleaners from a variety of finishes,
including natural stone, tile, vinyl, rubber, linoleum
and anti-slip surfaces.

DRAIN CARE RANGE
By offering products that break down a variety of fats
and other organic material that can cause blockages
to drains, Arrow Solutions’ Drain Care Range can keep
drainage systems free flowing and help to reduce the
need for expensive call outs or increased maintenance.

ABOUT ARROW SOLUTIONS
Arrow Solutions is a leading manufacturer of professional
industrial and commercial cleaning and maintenance
chemical products.
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With a worldwide customer base, our high quality aerosols and liquids are
solving problems for thousands of companies every day, and our reputation for
innovation and manufacturing excellence is recognised through numerous awards,
accreditations and OEM approvals.
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Our focus on supplying exceptional products and a commitment to outstanding
service ensure that we find the right solution for even the most complex challenges.
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In response to the challenge of achieving consistently high performance against a
background of ever tighter regulation, more professionals trust Arrow to deliver on
our promise to set the standard in cleaning and maintenance.
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
014

T +44 (0)1283 221044

F +44 (0)1283 225731
E sales@arrowchem.com
Arrow Solutions, Rawdon Road, Moira, Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE12 6DA, UK

arrowchem.com
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